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1.1 Executive Summary14

• With the discovery of the Higgs, we have experimentally established the standard model with a scalar15

particle that appears to be elementary. This gives us a model that can be extrapolated to very high16

energy scales and forces the question of the naturalness of elementary scalars. Additional motivation17

for further exploration of the TeV scale comes from supersymmetry, Higgs compositeness, and dark18

matter, as well as connections to the other frontiers through flavor and neutrino physics.19

• The LHC run 1 new physics program is extremely broad, and has out-performed expectations due20

to innovative search techniques and advances in theory. It has provided strong constraints on a wide21

variety of new physics models.22

• 14 TeV LHC with 300 fb−1 will provide an enormous gain in sensitivity to a wide range of new23

physics models due to increase of both energy and luminosity. Roughly this corresponds to an order24

of magnitude in tuning in supersymmetry and composite models.25

• At the high-luminosity LHC, any preceding LHC run 2 discovery can be extensively studied. The26

high-luminosity LHC also extends the reach for new physics. For most models the improvements are27

in the electroweak sector and improvement in tuning can be achieved by a factor of 2 to 4 from the28

supersymmertic sector.29

• The ILC new physics program has been studied in great detail, and has excellent capabilities to30

discover and measure the properties of new physics, including dark matter, with almost no loopholes.31

A necessary requirement is that the new physics must be accessible. Essentially this means particles at32

sufficiently low mass missed by LHC due to blind spots, or heavy physics indirectly accessible through33

precision measurement. Discovery of physics beyond the standard model at LHC that is accessible at34

ILC would make the case even more compelling.35
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• The 33 TeV LHC or 100 TeV VLHC have unprecedented and robust reach for new physics that is36

evident even with the preliminary level of studies performed so far. Higher energy gives significant37

enhancement of reach, corresponding to two orders of magnitude in fine tuning. Dark matter can38

be probed up to the natural WIMP scale of 1 TeV. Essentially any discovery at the LHC would be39

accessible at these machines and could be better studied there, making the case for these options even40

more compelling.41

• High energy ee and muon colliders offer a long-term program that can extend precision and reach of a42

wide range of physics.43

A summary of the energy reach for a range of physics beyond the SM at various proposed facilities is shown44

in Fig. 1-1. This is a simplified plot that does not show the caveats and loopholes of searches. Generally,45

direct searches at e+e− colliders are remarkly free of such loopholes.46
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Figure 1-1. Left Panel: 95% C.L. upper limits for several possible signals of physics beyond the standard
model expected from pp colliders at different energies and from ILC. Right panel: Subset of the entries on
the left panel on a linear scale.

1.2 Introduction47

Searches for new particles at high-energy particle accelerators have historically been one of the most fruitful48

paths to discovery of new fundamental particles and interactions, and the establishment of new laws of nature.49

Particles with any possible quantum numbers can be produced in particle-antiparticle pairs, provided only50

that they are kinematically accessible and couple with sufficient strength to the colliding particles. General-51

purpose particle detectors measure the kinematics of all particles with strong or electromagnetic couplings,52
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as well as the ‘missing’ momentum due to weakly interacting particles. This gives them the ability to discover53

almost any possible decay of new particles, as well as new stable particles. An immense body of theoretical54

and phenomenological work has given a detailed understanding of the effects of the standard model particles55

and interactions. This allows new particles to be discovered above standard model backgrounds, and their56

detailed properties to be measured. This is exemplified by the discovery of the Higgs boson. Within a year57

of the initial discovery, the Higgs program has progressed to detailed measurements of Higgs properties, and58

the standard model with a Higgs has been experimentally established, at least as a leading approximation.59

This is a beginning, not an end. There are many reasons to think that the standard model is incomplete,60

and that there is new physics to be discovered in searches at the energy frontier. Many of these are discussed61

in the while papers submitted to the new particles group. The number, diversity, and quality of these62

white papers attests to the intellectual vigor of this area of research. Rather than attempt a summary of63

this work, we have decided to illustrate the many exciting possibilities with some examples. This report is64

therefore organized around a number of well-motivated signals where signs of new physics may be found.65

To illustrate the impact of such a discovery and the possibilities for further study, we consider in each case66

a particular model where a discovery can be made at LHC Run 2 (14 TeV with a luminosity of 300/fb).67

In each case, such a discovery suggests one or more natural candidate models that can be studied in more68

detail at future experimental facilities. These ‘discovery stories’ rely heavily on the white papers, which give69

more comprehensive treatments of the subject. We also consider the case for continuing the search for new70

physics at the energy frontier if there is no discovery at LHC run 2.71

1.2.1 Physics Motivation72

With the discovery of the Higgs boson, particle physics is entering a new era: we now have a theory that can73

be consistently extrapolated to scales many orders of magnitude beyond those that we can directly probe74

experimentally. At the same time, there has been no observation of physics beyond the standard model at75

high-energy colliders. This raises the question of whether there are in fact discoveries to be made at the TeV76

energy scale that are accessible at the energy frontier.77

Our answer is that there is strong motivation to continue the search for new physics at the TeV scale and78

beyond. The impetus for this comes from both big questions and big ideas. For some of the big questions,79

the answers must lie at the TeV scale, while for others this is only suggested by the principle of minimality80

of scales in nature. The big ideas arose from the necessity of reconciling the highly constrained theoretical81

framework of quantum field theory with the phenomena observed in nature, as well as from theoretical82

investigations, especially string theory.83

Some of the big questions:84

• Are fundamental parameters finely tuned? The mass of an elementary Higgs boson is sensitive to85

physics at high energy scales. If there is no physics beyond the standard model, the fundamental Higgs86

mass parameter must be adjusted to an accuracy order 1 part in 1032 in order to explain the separation87

between the TeV scale and the Planck scale. Avoiding this fine-tuning is one of the main motivations88

for physics beyond the standard model. Models that eliminate this tuning predict new particles at the89

TeV scale that couple to the Higgs and can be explored at collider experiments.90

• Is the Higgs boson solely responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking and the origin of mass? The91

125 GeV Higgs boson appears to be the first scalar elementary particle observed in nature. Its measured92

couplings make it clear that it plays a central role in breaking electroweak symmetry and giving mass93

to the other elementary particles. But the Higgs boson may be wholly or partially composite, and/or94
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Figure 1-2. Questions and ideas.

there may be additional Higgs bosons as part of a larger Higgs sector. These possibilities can be95

explored by detailed study of the 125 GeV Higgs boson and direct searches for extended Higgs sectors.96

• What is the dark matter? The cosmological and astrophysical evidence for dark matter is incontro-97

vertible, but its particle origin is completely unknown. The most compelling candidate is a weakly98

interacting massive particle (a WIMP), a thermal relic with mass at the electroweak scale, whose99

interactions with ordinary matter determine its cosmological density today. In this scenario, dark100

matter can be directly produced and studied at energy frontier colliders.101

• Are there new fundamental forces in nature? Candidates for fundamental theories such as string102

theory generally predict additional gauge forces and other interactions that can arise at the TeV scale.103

Discovering these will yield invaluable clues to the structure of the fundamental interactions of nature.104

• What is the origin of quark, lepton, and neutrino mass hierarchies and mixing angles? These ‘flavor’105

parameters account for most of the fundamental parameters of particle physics, and their pattern106

remains mysterious. New particles at the TeV scale with flavor-dependent couplings are present in107

many models, and observation of such particles would provide additional important clues to this puzzle.108

• Are ‘elementary’ particles really composite? Most of the particles we observe are composites of more109

elementary particles. This possibility is motivated by the fact that many of the particles we observe are110

composite states of underlying dynamics, and by attempts to address other big questions. Uncovering111

evidence of compositeness at the TeV scale would be another window on new forces in nature.112

Over the last few decades, advances in theoretical physics have led to big ideas about fundamental physics113

that can be probed at the energy frontier. Some of them are specifically designed to address one of the big114

questions given above, others have much broader implications.115

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013
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• Supersymmetry. This is the unique extention of 4-dimensional spacetime symmetry, the next step116

beyond Einstein’s theory of relativity. It is required for consistency of string theory, and holds out117

the promise of unifying all the fundamental forces of nature. Supersymmetry the unique theory that118

allows an elementary Higgs boson without fine-tuning if supersymmetry is broken at the TeV scale.119

Minimal versions of supersymmetry automatically predict gauge coupling unification, and provides a120

candidate for dark matter.121

• Extra dimensions and compositeness. Additional dimensions of space that are too small to be seen122

directly are a ubquitous feature of string theory. Excitations of these extra dimensions can manifest123

themselves in new particles and interactions. Remarkably, some theories with extra dimensions are124

equivalent (or ‘dual’) to composite theories. This has let to a deeper understanding of both extra125

dimensions and compositeness, and led to many interesting and detailed proposals for new phyics126

based on these ideas.127

• Unification of forces. The idea that all elementary interactions have a unified origin goes back to128

Einstein, and has its modern form in grand unification and string theory. There is experimental129

evidence for the unification of strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions at short distances, and130

string theory generally predicts additional interactions that may exist at the TeV scale.131

• The Multiverse. String theory apparently predicts a ‘landscape’ of vacua, and eternal inflation gives132

a plausible mechanism for populating them in the universe. The implications of this for particle133

physics and cosmology are far from clear, but it has the potential to account for apparently unnatural134

phenomena, such as fine-tuning.135

1.3 Discovery Stories136

1.3.1 Higgs Beyond the Standard Model137

The discovery of the 125 GeV Higgs boson has made a fundamental change in our view of particle physics.138

The properties of the Higgs already measured at the LHC are in agreement with those of an elementary139

standard model Higgs boson at the 10% level, forcing the question of the naturalness of elementary scalars.140

The naturalness of the Higgs boson requires new physics at the TeV scale. The observed Higgs particle may141

itself be the harbinger of new physics: it may mix with other Higgs bosons in an extended Higgs sector,142

have modified couplings due to standard model states, or couple to new physics such as dark matter. In this143

section we explore some of these possibilities.144

Composite Higgs models: Besides supersymmetry, the other big idea for solving the naturalness problem145

is compositeness of the Higgs sector. This category includes models with extra dimensions at the TeV scale,146

such as Randall-Sundrum models. The most basic indication that the physics of extra dimensions is closely147

related to compositeness is that both predict towers of resonances at the TeV scale. This connection is a148

major theme of modern particle theory, extending all the way from phenomenology and model-building to149

string theory via the AdS/CFT correspondence.150

After the discovery of the 125 GeV Higgs boson, the only natural version of Higgs sector compositeness151

is that the observed Higgs boson is a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (PNGB) arising from spontaneous152

breaking of a global symmetry at a scale above the TeV scale. There are corrections to the couplings of the153

125 GeV Higgs boson that are proportional to ξ = (v/f)2 where v = 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation154
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value of the Higgs boson and f is a compositeness scale. The ratio ξ is also a direct measure of the fine-tuning155

required in the model, and is presently required to be less than approximately 0.1 due to Higgs coupling156

measurements. Improvements on Higgs coupling measurements will improve bounds on this parameter.157

These PNGB Higgs models can be probed at hadron colliders in several ways. First, additional naturalness158

considerations motivate the presence of top partners in these models. These can be searched for at hadron159

colliders, as discussed in §1.3.9 below. Second, the heavy resonances expected from the symmetry breaking160

sector at the scale f can be probed. Limits from LHC run 1 for these particles require them to have masses161

above 2 TeV, and the LHC run 2 and HL-LHC will have additional reach for these models.162

At lepton colliders such as ILC and CLIC, the most sensitive probe of the parameter ξ is the Higgs coupling163

fit. For example, these can reach down to ξ ∼ 0.002 at 3 TeV CLIC with a luminosity of 1/ab [13, 97]. The164

impact of other future colliders for the Higgs coupling fit is discussed in the Higgs working group report. In165

addition, CLIC has a high sensitivity to enhanced double Higgs production, which is a direct consequence of166

the compositeness of the Higgs boson and therefore a ‘smoking gun’ for composite modes. This also directly167

measures the parameter ξ and can be probed down to ξ = 0.03 [13].168

Exotic Higgs decays: An essential component of the research program of the LHC, and any other future169

high-energy collider is the search for non-standard (‘exotic’) decays of the 125-GeV Higgs boson, i.e. decays170

of a SM-like Higgs boson into one or more particles beyond the SM. Non-standard Higgs decays have always171

been a well-motivated possibility as evidenced by an extensive existing, and growing, literature (see [?] for a172

comprehensive survey of the possibilities and an extensive list of references). They remain a well-motivated173

possibility even with the discovery of a Higgs particle that is consistent with the simplest SM expectations,174

and they must be searched for explicitly as they are often unconstrained by other analyses.175

The Higgs is the only SM particle that can have renormalizable couplings to SM gauge singlet fields. This,176

together with the strikingly narrow width of the SM Higgs boson, implies that a small coupling of the Higgs to177

a new, light state can easily give rise to sizable branching ratios to non-standard decay modes. For example,178

the addition of a singlet scalar field S to the SM, which couples to the Higgs through a quartic interaction of179

the form λS2H2 is a common building block in models of extended Higgs sectors. Even a coupling as small180

as λ = 5×10−3 yields a 10% branching ratio of h→ SS (for mS < mh/2). Exotic Higgs decays are a generic181

feature of extensions of the SM that contain light states, and naturally arise in many models of electroweak182

symmetry breaking, such as the NMSSM and Little Higgs models. A detailed experimental characterization183

of the Higgs boson at 125 GeV includes searches for e.g. h → invisible, (1, 2)γ + MET, γ + Z ′, Z ′ + MET,184

lepton- or photon-jets, isolated leptons+MET, 4x, 2x2y (with x, y = e, µ, τ -leptons, MET, jets, or b-jets),185

with or without displaced vertices.186

One of the best-motivated examples of exotic Higgs decays is the decay of the 125 GeV Higgs to invisible187

particles. This is strongly motivated by the coupling of the Higgs to dark matter. Indeed, such a coupling188

gives a direct detection cross section of the size that is currently being probed in dark matter direct detection189

experiments.190

LHC limits on the branching ratio h→ invisible are 0.65 (ATLAS) [2] and 0.75 (CMS) [3]. This illustrates191

that there is a great deal of room for new physics in this channel. The Snowmass Higgs working group192

concludes that the LHC14 with 300/fb will probe branching fractions in the range 0.17–0.28, while the HL-193

LHC will probe branching fractions in the range 0.06–0.17. The quoted ranges depend on the control of194

systematics. Overall, the HL-LHC provides an order of magnitude improvement in the reach for this mode.195

The invisible decay of the Higgs can be cleanly studied at e+e− colliders via Zh production. There are no196

studies for VLHC, but the LHC results provide a proof of concept that this is possible.197
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Another example that has been studied for this report is the cascade decay h1 → aa→ (ττ)(ττ) at ILC [?].198

This is a potential signal in the next-to-minimal SUSY standard model (NMSSM). This is an interesting199

example of an early discovery mode at a 250 GeV ILC. Additionally, the masses can be measured to better200

than 1% at this facility.201

Connection with neutrino masses: A more speculative but very interesting possibility is that the Higgs202

discovered at the LHC is part of an extended Higgs sector at the TeV scale that also generates naturally small203

neutrino masses. A very interesting example of this possibility is the type-II see-saw model consisting of a204

Higgs triplet coupling to left-handed leptons and the Higgs doublet. This model contains a doubly-charged205

Higgs scalar with lepton number violating decays to same-sign ee, µµ, and ττ . Searches at LHC have placed206

limits of mH++ > 400 GeV using 4.7/fb at 7 TeV [8]. LHC run 2 can extend the reach for the charged207

Higgs to approximately 1 TeV in favorable cases. The branching ratios to various charged lepton flavors are208

correlated with the neutrino masses, so that the neutrino mass hieararchy can be determined from collider209

data. This provides an exciting connection with the neutrino physics program. A well-motivated extension210

of this model is left-right symmetric model, which contains a right-handed W boson that can be observed211

at the HL-LHC up to masses up to 4 TeV.212

Extended Higgs sectors: Additional Higgs bosons are predicted by many well-motivated extensions of213

the Standard Model, including supersymmetry and some composite Higgs models. Searches for these states214

are also motivated simply from the need to fully explore the Higgs sector. Mixing between the 125 GeV Higgs215

and additional Higgs bosons modifies the couplings of the observed 125 GeV Higgs compared to standard216

model values. Therefore, searches for new Higgs states and precision Higgs coupling measurements are217

complementary approaches to the important problem of studying the newly-found Higgs particle. We will218

discuss this in the context of a 2 Higgs doublet model (2HDM), in which the observed 125 GeV state is219

the lightest CP-even neutral scalar h. In addition, this model contains another neutral CP-even scalar H, a220

CP-odd neutral scalar A, and a charged Higgs H±. In addition to the masses of the various Higgs bosons,221

the model depends on the CP-even mixing angle α and the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the 2 Higgs222

doublets tanβ = v1/v2.223

The Higgs coupling constant fits for the 2HDM restrict the model to small values of cos(β − α). This is224

naturally realized in the decoupling limit where one linear combination of the Higgs doublets is getting225

heavy. Direct searches for new Higgs bosons can probe closer to cos(β − α) if the masses of these states are226

sufficiently light, making these approaches complementary.227

Higgs bosons generally couple most strongly to particles with the largest mass, motivating searches for new228

particles that decay to vector bosons, the h0, or heavy fermions (top/bottom/tau). These couplings also229

lead to appreciable production rates at both hadron and lepton colliders.230

At hadron colliders, two senstive searches are H → ZZ → 4` and A → Zh followed by Z → `` and h → bb231

or ττ . The reach for the first signal is given for the 14 TeV LHC in Fig. 1-3, and the second in Fig. 1-4.232

At hadron colliders, the H and A can be copiously singly produced through gluon fusion or bb̄ and tt̄233

associated production. Charged Higgs bosons can be produced singly via tb associated production at pp234

colliders or pair-produced via Drell-Yan processes at e+e− colliders. Decays of these additional states may235

be observed in standard Higgs search channels or novel resonant channels involving the 125 GeV Higgs such236

as Wh,Zh, or hh.237

At e+e− colliders, for a wide range of models H+H− and HA can be observed as long as the sum of the238

masses is below the center of mass energy of the collider. Furthermore, the masses of the observed states239
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16 Heavy Neutral Higgses of the Two Higgs Doublet Model
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Figure 1-12. The region of parameter space which could yield a 5� signal significance for various H mass
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Figure 1-3. 5σ discovery reach for 300 GeV H decaying via H → ZZ → 4`. Blue (green) region is for
LHC14 with 300/fb (3000/fb) [39]. The star denotes the parameter point used in the discovery story below.
[should be at tanβ = 2]
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Figure 1-4. 5σ discovery reach for 300 GeV A decaying via A→ Zh0 → (``)(bb or ττ . Blue (green) region
is for LHC14 with 300/fb (3000/fb) [39]. The star denotes the parameter point used in the discovery story
below. [should be at tanβ = 2]
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can be measured to better than 1% [13]. Consequently, CLIC is ideally suited for the study of Higgs bosons240

with masses up to 1.5 TeV.241

In the scenario we now discuss, we consider a signal at LHC14/300 for A → Zh → (bb)(``). There is242

significant reach for discovery in this channel, as can be seen in Fig. 1-4. For this scenario, we assume a243

type-II 2HDM with mA = 325 GeV, and α = −0.475, tanβ = 2.244

By the end of the 14 TeV run with 300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, an excess is observed in searches for245

anomalous Zh production in the bb`` final state consistent with a production cross section times branching246

ratio of ∼ 10 fb. The full m``bb invariant mass distribution peaks around 325 GeV. The lepton pair production247

is consistent with the leptonic decay of a Z boson, while the invariant mass of the bottom quark pair248

is consistent with the decays of the observed SM-like Higgs boson at 125 GeV. The signal significance is249

∼ 2.5σ. There is also a mild ∼ 1σ excess in the τ+τ−`` channel where the lepton pairs are again consistent250

with leptonic decay of a Z boson, but without sufficient mass resolution to conclusively relate to the excess251

in the bb`` final state. The final states and approximate mass reconstruction in the bb`` final state are252

consistent with the production of a pseudoscalar Higgs boson with decay to Zh.253

At the same time, there are no meaningful excesses in searches for resonant WW and ZZ di-boson production254

in this mass range, nor are there any meaningful signals in the ongoing searches for additional MSSM Higgs255

bosons in the bb and ττ final states at large tanβ. In the context of a two-Higgs-doublet model, the natural256

interpretation is the CP-odd pseudoscalar A at low tanβ, where the branching ratio for A → Zh may be257

appreciable but the rates for gluon fusion or bbA associated production with A→ bb, ττ are not large enough258

to be distinguished from background.259

Motivated by these excesses, a search conducted in the 300 fb−1 data set for ``+γγ consistent with anomalous260

Zh production yields ∼ 3 events whose m``γγ accumulate at 325 GeV, further suggesting the presence of a261

new state decaying to Zh but not substantially increasing the significance of the excess. Given that these262

signals in the Zh final state are consistent with a pseudoscalar Higgs at low tanβ, both collaborations263

consequently extend their inclusive diphoton resonance searches to close the gap in coverage between the264

endpoint of the SM-like Higgs search at 150 GeV and the beginning of the KK resonance search at 500 GeV.265

Upon unblinding the analysis, they detect a signal consistent with the production and decay of a 325 GeV266

particle decaying to pairs of photons with σ ·Br ∼ 7 fb at 14 TeV. The lack of events in dijet-tagged categories267

indicate that there is no meaningful associated production, bolstering the case for a new pseudoscalar.268

Attempts to interpret the resonance in terms of the MSSM are stymied by the resolution of Higgs coupling269

measurements in the 300 fb−1 data set. For a pseudoscalar in the MSSM at low tanβ with mA = 325 GeV,270

the generic expected deviation in the hbb coupling is of order ∼ 5 − 20%, with much smaller deviations in271

hγγ, htt, and hV V . The precision of Higgs coupling measurements at 300 fb−1 only serve to bound tanβ < 4272

in the MSSM. Both the high-luminosity run of the LHC and the ILC become high priorities for establishing273

the discovery of the new state and triangulating measurements of Higgs couplings at both 125 GeV and 325274

GeV.275

At the high luminosity run of the LHC, the signal reaches 5σ significance in the bb`` final state by 1000276

fb−1 of integrated luminosity, sufficient to announce the discovery of a new state. The excess in the τ+τ−``277

channel grows to several σ, consistent with a production cross section times branching ratio of ∼ 1 fb, while278

the excess in the diphoton final state at 325 GeV also reaches 5σ significance by the end of the full 3000279

fb−1. However, the experimental and theoretical errors on the discovery-level channels are sufficiently large280

that interpretation based on direct coupling measurements of the new state remains challenging. Interpreted281

in the context of a Type II 2HDM, the best fit to the production and decay rates favors tanβ ' 2, cos(β −282

α) ' −0.012. This is in mild tension with the MSSM interpretation, for which the tree-level prediction283

at tanβ ' 2 is closer to cos(β − α) ' −0.04, but without sufficient experimental resolution to provide284
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meaningful discrimination. Although the errors on the Higgs coupling measurements at 125 GeV improve285

to ∆ghbb ∼ 10%, still no significant deviation from Standard Model predictions is observed. Finally, after286

the full 3000 fb−1 are analyzed, a collection of 10 4` events consistent with H → ZZ → 4` are reconstructed287

around 450 GeV – sufficient to hint at the presence of an additional CP-even scalar but insufficient to288

establish discovery. Searches for a resonance in tt̄ prove inconclusive.289

A lepton collider such as the ILC or TLEP can explore the electroweak symmetry breaking sector in detail.290

For example, at the
√
s = 250 GeV run of an ILC, the coupling measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs291

improve to ∆ghbb ∼ 5% without observing deviations from SM predictions, increasing tension with the292

MSSM interpretation. No direct production of the new state is kinematically possible. However, at
√
s = 500293

GeV, the pseudoscalar is expected to be kinematically available in both bb̄A and Ah associated production.294

Indeed, after 500 fb−1 are on tape, bb̄A associated production is observed at the level of a small handful of295

events consistent with σ(bb̄A) ∼ 0.1 fb. Two Zhh events are observed consistent with e+e− → Ah → Zhh,296

but are difficult to distinguish from the SM di-Higgs background given the low statistics. By
√
s = 1 TeV297

the bbA signal increases consistent with a cross section of ∼ 1 fb, leaving several hundred bb̄A events on298

tape and substantially improving the direct coupling measurements of the pseudoscalar. Most importantly,299

the ILC operating at
√
s = 1 TeV discovers additional states in the Higgs sector. The first is a 370 GeV300

charged Higgs with cross section of order ∼ 10 fb. The primary discovery mode is H+H− Drell-Yan pair301

production in the tt̄bb̄ final state. The mass splitting between the charged Higgs and the pseudoscalar are302

again in tension with tree-level MSSM predictions for the mass spectrum. Reaching closer to the kinematic303

threshold, the ILC discovers the hinted-at CP-even scalar at 450 GeV through HA associated production in304

the final state tt̄Zh with a cross section of several femtobarn.305

In addition, the improvement of Higgs coupling measurements at 125 GeV indicates a small persistent tension306

with SM predictions at the level of ∆ghbb ∼ 2%. While the departure is not statistically significant, the307

smallness of ∆ghbb is in tension with conventional MSSM predictions. In the context of a Type II 2HDM,308

the combination of measurements of the light SM-like Higgs at 125 GeV, the pseudoscalar at 325 GeV, the309

charged Higgs at 370 GeV, and the second CP-even scalar at 450 GeV imply an extended Higgs sector that310

is closer to the alignment limit than implied by supersymmetric decoupling alone, with the best-fit point311

in a Type II 2HDM ultimately corresponding to tanβ = 2, cos(β − α) = −0.0122, as well as with mass312

relations between scalars that are discrepant from the standard MSSM predictions. This ignites fervent313

exploration of non-standard corners of MSSM Higgs parameter space, as well as other natural theories of314

extended electroweak symmetry breaking.315

A high-energy proton collider can also continue exploration of the extended Higgs sector by producing a large316

sample of heavier Higgs scalars. In this example, although the heavy CP-even scalar H primarily decays317

to tt̄ pairs, it also exhibits rarer decay modes such as H → ZA and H → H±W∓ that are kinematically318

squeezed but nonetheless observable provided the large number of H bosons produced at a high-energy pp319

machine. More generally, a high-energy proton collider has the potential to discover additional Higgs bosons320

that lie well beyond the reach of the LHC and ILC.321

1.3.2 WIMP Dark Matter322

Though the presence of dark matter in the universe has been well-established, little is known of its particle323

nature or its non-gravitational interactions. A vibrant experimental program is searching for a weakly324

interacting massive particle (WIMP), denoted as χ, and interactions with standard model particles via some325

as-yet-unknown mediator.326
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Figure 1-5. Pair production of WIMPs (χχ̄) in e+e− collisions (left), or pp collisions (right), both via an
unknown intermediate state, with initial-state radiation of a standard model particle.

WIMPs appear in many theories of physics beyond the standard model (e.g. SUSY), or other theories which327

posit a rich dark sector complete with dynamical self-interactions and striking features at colliders [70]. For328

other examples, see Refs. [46, 17, 79, 89, 32, 76].329

However, this section focusses on a phenomenological approach, searching directly for WIMPs rather than330

on other states which may appear in the theory. Specifically, this section describes the sensitivity of searches331

for pair-production of WIMPs at particle colliders, pp→ χχ̄ at the LHC or e+e− → χχ̄ at a lepton collider332

via some unknown mediator.333

If the mediator is too heavy to be resolved, the interaction can be modeled as an effective field theory with334

a four-point interaction, otherwise an explicit model is needed for the heavy mediator. As the final state335

WIMPs are invisible to the detectors, the events can only be seen if there is associated initial-state radiation336

of a standard model particle [32, 80, 84], see Fig 1-5, recoiling against the dark matter pair.337

In this section, we describe the sensitivity of future pp and e+e− colliders in various configurations to WIMP338

pair production using the mono-jet final state (in the pp case) or mono-photon final state (in the e+e− case).339

We consider both effective operators and one example of a real, heavy Z ′-boson mediator.340

1.3.2.1 Searches at pp colliders341

The LHC collaborations have reported limits on the cross section of pp → χχ̄ + X where X is a hadronic342

jet [10, 47], photon [11, 48], and other searches have been repurposed to study the cases where X is a W [29]343

or Z boson [9, 44]. In each case, limits are reported in terms of the mass scale M? of the unknown interaction344

expressed in an effective field theory [33, 32, 80, 84, 105, 43, 85, 28, 102] though the limits from the mono-jet345

mode are the most powerful [114].346

In Ref. [113], the sensitivity of possible future proton-proton colliders is studied in various configurations347

(see Table 1-1) to WIMP pair production using the mono-jet final state. Both effective operators and one348

example of a real, heavy Z ′-boson mediator are considered.349

The analysis of jet+ 6ET events uses a sample of events with one or two high pT jets and large 6ET , with350

angular cuts to suppress events with two back-to-back jets (multi-jet background). The dominant remaining351

background is Z → νν̄ in association with jets, which is indistinguishable from the signal process of χχ̄+jets.352

The estimation of the background at large 6ET is problematic in simulated samples, due to the difficulties353

of accurately modeling the many sources of 6ET . The experimental results, therefore, rely on data-driven354

background estimates, typically extrapolating the Z → νν̄ contribution from Z → µµ events with large355

Z boson pT. These results use estimates are anchored in experimentally reported values [10, 47] of the356

background estimates and signal efficiencies (at
√
s = 7 TeV, L = 5 fb−1, 6ET > 350 GeV), and use simulated357

samples to extrapolate to higher center-of-mass energies, where no data is currently available. At the higher358
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Table 1-1. Details of current and potential future pp colliders, including center-of-mass energy (
√
s), total

integrated luminosity (L), the threshold in 6ET , and the estimated signal and background yields. From
Ref. [113].

√
s [TeV] 6ET [GeV] L [fb−1] ND5 Nbg

7 350 4.9 73.3 1970± 160

14 550 300 2500 2200± 180

14 1100 3000 3200 1760± 143

33 2750 3000 8.2·104 1870± 150

100 5500 3000 3.4·106 2310± 190

collision energies and instantaneous luminosities of the proposed facilities, the rate of multi-jet production359

will also be higher, requiring higher 6ET thresholds to cope with the background levels and the trigger rates,360

see Ref. [113] for details.361

Given the expected background and uncertainties, limits can be calculated on contributions from new sources,362

which can be translated into limits on M∗, see Fig. 1-6. These are then translated in limits on the χ-nucleon363

cross section.364
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Figure 1-6. Limits at 90% CL in M? (left) and in the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section
(right) for different facilities using the D5 or D8 operator as a function of mχ. From Ref. [113].

Despite the kinematic and PDF suppression for producing third generation quarks, it was shown [96], that365

for the scalar operator, searches for χχ̄+ b and χχ̄+ tt̄ final states offer enhanced sensitivity due to the large366

suppression of background and therefore lower missing energy thresholds.367

The EFT approach is useful when the current facility does not have the necessary center-of-mass energy to368

produce on-shell mediators. The next-generation facility, however, may have such power. The sensitivity369

of the proposed facilities to a model in which the heavy mediator is a Z ′ which couples to χχ̄ as well as370

qq̄ [20] is discussed. The coupling of the Z ′ is a free parameter in this theory, but particularly interesting371

values are those which correspond to the limit of previous facilities on M∗. That is, an EFT model of the372

Z ′ interaction has 1
M∗

= gZ′
MZ′

fixing the relationship between gZ′ and MZ′ . Figure 1-8 shows the expected373

limits in terms of gZ′ on the Z ′ model at the variety of pp facilities under consideration. The g′ expected374

limits can be compared to the curve with gZ′ = MZ′
M∗

.375
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Figure 1-7. Limits at 90% CL in M? (left) and in the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section
(right) for different facilities when requiring a b-quark in the final state, as a function of mχ. From Ref. [22].
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Figure 1-8. Sensitivity of various pp facilities to a dark matter pairs produced through a real Z′ mediator.
In each case, expected limits on the coupling gZ′ versus Z′ mass for two choices of mχ as well as the values
of gZ′ which satisfy g′/mZ′ = 1/M∗, where M∗ are limits from a lower-energy facility. From Ref. [113]

1.3.2.2 Searches at lepton colliders376

The same mechanism which allows pp colliders to be sensitivie to the coupling of the initial-state quarks to377

WIMP pairs allows e+e− colliders to proble the couplings of electrons to WIMP pairs, see Fig 1-5.378

The final state is a high-pT photon with missing momentum due to the invisible χ pair. The dominant379

background is production of neutrino pairs via a Z boson, with a photon from initial state radiation. The380

sensitivity reaches up to nearly
√
s/2.381

Studies at lepton colliders offer two important advantages compared to similar studies at pp machines. First,382

the polarization of the initial state may be controlled, which gives power to distinguish between the WIMP383

signal and the backgrounds, which may have distinct polarization-dependent couplings.384

Following the analysis of Ref. [31], three coupling scenarious are considered:385

• equal: couplings are independent of the helicity of the initial state,386

• helicity: couplings conserve helicity and parity, and387
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Figure 1-9. Sensitivity as a function of WIMP pair-production cross sections, for two beam polarization
options and two uncertainty scenarios. From Ref. [31]

• anti-SM: WIMPs couple oly to right-handed electrons (left-handed positrons)388

where the final case has the greatest power to disentangle the SM backgrounds from WIMP production. The389

relative sensitivity of two of these scenarios is shown in Fig 1-9.390

The second major advantage of a lepton collider is its sensitivity to the WIMP mass through its effect on391

the observed photon total energy, see Fig 1-10 for an ILC study. In addition, the ILC can determine spin392

properties of a WIMP [?].393

Such studies were possible at LEP, but the small integrated luminosity of the dataset and lack of control394

over beam polarization results in a significant decrease in sensitivity.395

Figure 1-10. Left, dependence of the photon energy spectrum on the dark matter mass, mχ. Right,
expected relative uncertainty on mχ as a function of mχ for three coupling scenarios. From Ref. [31]

1.3.2.3 Connections to Cosmic and Intensity Frontiers396

The search for WIMPs via their interactions with the standard model is clearly an area where the energy397

frontier overlaps with the cosmic frontier, where there are dedicated direct-detection experiments searching398

for recoil interactions χ + n → χ + n. We have compared the collider sensitivity to these direct-detection399

experiments by translating the collider results into limits on the χ − n interaction cross section. In addi-400

tion, the results may be translated to compare with indirect detection experiments, which probe WIMP401

annihilation into standard model particles, χχ̄ → XX. In Fig 1-11, we map pp sensitivities to WIMP pair402

annihilation cross-section limits. Predictions are compared to Fermi-LAT limits from a stacking analysis403

of Dwarf galaxies [14], including a factor of two to convert the Fermi-LAT limit from Majorana to Dirac404

fermions, and to projected sensitivities of CTA [72].405

These searches also probe models which are commonly considered to be the domain of the intensity frontier,406

such as extensions of the Standard Model modifying neutrino-quark interactions [81].407
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Figure 1-11. Limits at 95% CL on WIMP pair annihilation for different facilities using the D5 (left) or
D8 (right) operator as a function of mχ. From Ref. [113].

1.3.3 New gauge bosons408

1.3.3.1 Z ′409

Additional colorless vector gauge bosons (Z ′) occur in many extensions of the Standard Model (SM), in part410

because it is generically harder to break additional abelian U(1)′ factors than non-abelian ones1. Although411

Z ′s can occur at any scale and with couplings ranging from extremely weak to strong, we concentrate here412

on TeV-scale masses with couplings not too different from electroweak, which might therefore be observable413

at the LHC or future colliders.414

In this section, we summarize both the discovery reach and the potential of measuring the properties of new415

vector gauge bosons at future facilities. Following the notation in [93], we define the couplings of the SM416

and additional gauge bosons to fermions by417

−LNC = eJµemAµ + g1J
µ
1 Z

0
1µ + g2J

µ
2 Z

0
2µ, J

µ
α =

∑

i

f̄iγ
µ[εαiL PL + εαiR PR]fi.

In this report, We will focus on several well known examples, listed in Table 1.3.3.1.418

Hadron colliders are great for searching for Z ′. Such searches typically look for a resonance peak in lepton419

pair invariant mass distribution. Due to its simplicity and importance, it is usually among the earliest420

analyses to be carried out at hadron colliders. The reach at the LHC and HL-LHC are presented in the421

left and middle panel of Fig. 1-12. In particular, LHC Run 2 can discover Z ′ up to about 5 TeV, while422

the HL-LHC and a 33 TeV hadron collider can extend that reach to about 7 TeV and 12 TeV, respectively.423

Previous studies [68] that a 100 TeV VLHC can ran up to M ′Z ∼ 30 TeV.424

High energy lepton collider can search for Z ′ by observing its interference with the Standard Model Z and425

photon. As an example, the ILC reaches for several Z ′models are presented in right panel of Fig. 1-12. In426

particular, in addition to the total rate, the asymmetry observables (defined later) are very powerful in many427

1For reviews, see [93, 58, 88, 95]. Specific properties are reviewed in [59, 77, 94, 99, 91]
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χ ψ η LR BL SSM

D 2
√

10 2
√

6 2
√

15
√

5/3 1 1

ε̂qL –1 1 –2 –0.109

1/6

ε̂uL
1
2 − 2

3 sin2θW

ε̂dL − 1
2 + 1

3 sin2θW

ε̂uR 1 –1 2 0.656 ε̂uR − 2
3 sin2θW

ε̂dR –3 –1 –1 –0.874 ε̂dR
1
3 sin2θW

ε̂lL 3 1 1 0.327
–1/2

ε̂νL
1
2

ε̂eL − 1
2 + sin2θW

ε̂eR 1 –1 2 –0.438 ε̂eR sin2θW

Table 1-2. Benchmark models and couplings, with εiL,R ≡ ε̂iL,R/D.
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Figure 21: The minimum cross section times branching ratio for discovery as function of dielec-
tron (left) and dimuon (right) mass for various luminosity scenarios. For the dielectron search,
various luminosity and detector scenarios are considered, where the “EB-EB only” lines repre-
sent the reduced acceptance scenario in which electrons are reconstructed in the ECAL barrel
only.

required that the number of signal events in a mass window gives a p-value, calculated using
Poisson statistics, less than than 3 ⇥ 10�7, with a minimum of 5 events required. The mass
window is defined such that it contains 95% of the signal peak after resolution effects. This
strategy leads to conservative estimates at high luminosity for Z0 production at low mass due
to large background levels, but preserves discovery sensitivity at high mass where background
is minimal.

The discovery reach in the electron and muon channels is shown in Fig. 21. In both cases, the
leading order cross section times branching ratio for various Z0 models is also shown. In the
electron channel, a 5.1 TeV Z0

SSM in the sequential standard model (SSM) can be discovered
with 300 fb�1 of 14 TeV data. A 5 TeV Z0

h can be discovered with with 1000 fb�1 of 14 TeV
data. In the muon channel, Z0

y with a mass of 5 TeV can be discovered with approximately 900
fb�1. These results are in good agreement with estimates of discovery potential prior to LHC
operations [46].

6.2 Searches for Monoleptons+MET

In searches for new physics involving a high pT lepton (` = e, µ) and missing energy, two dif-
ferent models are considered for extrapolation to HL-LHC: the SSM W

0
[48] and a dark matter

effective theory [49, 50]. In the SSM, the W
0

boson is considered to be a heavy analog of the
SM W boson and thus can decay into a lepton and a neutrino, the latter giving rise to miss-
ing transverse energy as the observable detector signature. The branching fraction is expected
to be 8% for each leptonic channel. In the dark matter model, a pair of dark matter particles
(c) are produced in association with a lepton and a neutrino deriving from an intermediate
standard model W. Depending on the couplings (vector or axial-vector type), a scenario with
constructive (x = �1) or destructive (x = +1) interference would be possible. Both signatures
result in an excess of events in the transverse mass (MT) spectrum.

The estimate of discovery reach is based on the 8 TeV search performed by CMS [51]. The signal
acceptance at 14 TeV is assumed to be the same as at 8 TeV, which for W

0
masses ranging from

0.5 TeV to 2.5 TeV was found to be around 70% with a variation of ±5% in both channels,
including 90% geometrical acceptance. The primary source of background is the off-peak, high
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Figure 1-12. Reaches for Z′at colliders. Left and middle panel: the reach at the LHC [112] and HL-LHC
[]. Right Panel: the reach at the ILC.

cases. We see that it can go beyond the capabilities of the 14 TeV LHC. For example, this is the case for428

Z ′B−L and Z ′χ. The CLIC reach is significantly higher [13].429

2

Z Prime: A Story

A Boson, A Paper Detector, and a Future Accelerator
draft 1: figures and few words

Figure 1-1. Drell-Yan backgrounds and the
emerging signal for a LR Z’ at 3 TeV for e+e�

pairs after 30 fb�1.

Figure 1-2. Emerging signal for a LR Z’ at 3
TeV, background subtracted for e+e� pairs after
30 fb�1.

Figure 1-3. Drell-Yan backgrounds and the
emerging signal for a LR Z’ at 3 TeV for e+e�

pairs after 50 fb�1.

Figure 1-4. Emerging signal for a LR Z’ at 3
TeV, background subtracted for e+e� pairs after
50 fb�1.
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Figure 1-11. Drell-Yan backgrounds and the
emerging signal for a LR Z’ at 3 TeV, background
subtracted for e+e� pairs after 300 fb�1.

Figure 1-12. Emerging signal for a LR Z’ at 3
TeV, background subtracted for e+e� pairs after
100 fb�1.

Figure 1-13. Drell-Yan backgrounds and the
emerging signal for a LR Z’ at 3 TeV, background
subtracted for µ+µ� pairs after 300 fb�1.

Figure 1-14. Emerging signal for a LR Z’ at 3
TeV, background subtracted for µ+µ� pairs after
100 fb�1.
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Figure 1-19. figure Figure 1-20. figure

Figure 1-21. figure Figure 1-22. figure

Figure 1-23. figure Figure 1-24. figure
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Figure 1-13. A Z′discovery story at the LHC. []

Z ′ discovery would be spectacular at the LHC. Fig. 1-13 shows a possible evolution of a signal for 3 TeV430

Z ′LR at the LHC. A potential signal will start emerging with first half year of data. By the end of LHC Run431

2, a signal will be firmly established. HL-LHC will bring a high statistics sample which allows us to study432

the properties of Z ′ in detail.433

If a Z ′ has been discovered, the immediate next step would be to measure its properties as much as we434

can. There have been studies on this topic, for example [65, 63, 64, 69, 83] The useful observables are435
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Figure 1-14. Distinguishing Z′ models at colliders. Left panel: ∆χ2 = 4 contours of the simulated
forward-backward asymmetry versus cross section for the benchmark models at LHC Run 2 (solid) and
HL-LHC (dashed). Right panel: Right panel: ∆χ2 = 1(red) and ∆χ2 = 4(blue) contours of polarization
asymmetry in dimuon final state and all di-fermion final states (excluding e−e+ and νν) at the ILC.

σprod×BR in various channels, total width. Many Z ′candidates are chiral. To reveal this nature of their436

couplings, it is useful to consider forward backward asymmetry variable. In addition, we can also include437

left right asymmetry variable at lepton collider with polarized beams. As a concrete example, we consider a438

benchmark with MZ′ = 3 TeV, which is within the discovery reach of the LHC Run 2. The predicted value439

as well as experimental precision for the σprod×BR(Z ′ → dilepton ) and AFB (ALR) at the LHC (ILC) are440

shown in the left panel of Fig. 1-14. We can see that combining the measurements at Hadron collider and441

lepton collider can be very valuable in distinguishing different models. For example, Z ′LR and Z ′B−L can not442

be clear distinguished at LHC Run 2. HL-LHC can start to discern their differences. On the other hand,443

ILC with polarized beams can clearly tell them apart.444

Discovery of Z ′ leads to many new implications which can lead to further searches at colliders. There445

should be (at least) a associated Higgs with the Z ′. Discovering this new Higgs would be much harder than446

discovering the Z ′, similar to the discovery of W/Z vs the Higgs in the Standard Model. The understanding447

of the nature of Z ′ couplings, even if a partial one, will give us insight about its embedding in the high scale448

(UV) and more fundamental theory. Such UV completions of Z ′ usually leads to additional predictions. Z ′449

with the Standard Model fermions could be anomalous, in which case there has to be new fermions that may450

be produced by colliders. If a Z ′ is consistent with the one from Left-Right symmetric model, there should451

also be additional heavy resonances, such as W ′R and exotic Higgses, with similar masses. Z ′ can also play452

an important role in the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking, and decaying into SM gauge bosons453

will give us a smoking gun signal in this scenario.454
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In the context of supersymmetry, Z ′ can play an important role, such as the solution of the mu problem and455

the mediator of the supersymmetry breaking. Z ′ decaying into superpartners can be an important discovery456

channel.457

1.3.3.2 New hadronic resonances458
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Figure 1-15. Hadronic resonance searches at hadron colliders. Left panel: Z′B . Right panel: Octet
coloron. []
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Figure 1-16. Left panel, the discovery reaches for KK-gluon in minimal UED model at hadron colliders.
Right panel, the discovery reaches for KK-gluon in next-to-minimal UED model at hadron colliders.

Hadron colliders are also ideal for searching for new leptophobic resonances by looking for a peak in the459

dijet invariant mass distribution. Aside from serving as a standard candle for understanding experimental460

issues such as jet energy resolution, these searches are strongly motivated in theories with a new U(1) baryon461

number gauge symmetry, coloron models, and models of Universal Extra Dimensions (UED). The discovery462

reach in the coupling–mass plane [71] for LHC and HL-LHC, a 33 TeV pp collider, and a 100 TeV pp463

collider is shown in Fig. 1-15 for a Z ′B colorless vector resonance (left panel) and a G′ color-octet vector464

resonance (right panel) [?]. Similarly, Fig. 1-16 shows the discovery reach for the level-2 Kaluza Klein gluon465

in minimal UED models (left panel) and next-to-minimal UED models (right panel) [?]. Higher energy466

machines clearly extend the reach for dijet resonances to higher masses, for example allowing the discovery467

of relatively strongly coupled Z ′B bosons (colorons) progressing from 4.5 (6.5) TeV with the LHC to 5.5 (7.5)468

TeV with the HL-LHC, to 11.5 (16) TeV for a 33 TeV collider and as high as 28 (40) TeV for the VLHC.469
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High luminosity at these machines is also critical in order to probe couplings as small as gB ∼ 0.25 and470

tan θ ∼ 0.08, depending on the multijet trigger threshold.471

1.3.4 Discovery in Jets + MET: ‘Simple’ Supersymmetry472

As discussed in the introduction, perhaps the best motivated and most successful framework for physics473

beyond the standard model is supersymmetry (SUSY). In almost all SUSY models, the colored superpartners474

(gluino and squarks) are significantly heavier than the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), which is475

stable and appears in the detector as missing energy. This is due to the fact that the superpartners get large476

contributions to their mass from quantum corrections, and the colored particles get the largest contributions.477

A very general search strategy at hadron colliders is therefore to look for production of gluinos and squarks.478

These will decay to jets, possibly leptons, and missing energy. Superpartners of leptons (sleptons), as well as479

the partners of the W , Z, and Higgs (electroweak-inos) are generally lighter than the colored superpartners,480

and lead to decays with leptons in the final state. These provide a clean signal, but the lepton signal is highly481

model-dependent. A very general search strategy is therefore to search for jets plus missing energy. Detailed482

study has shown that this is the most sensitive search for many well-motivated SUSY models, e.g. ‘minimal483

supergravity.’484

The observation of any excess of missing energy immediately raises the question of whether the missing485

energy is due to stable dark matter particles being produced. This connection is much more general than486

SUSY: WIMP dark matter motivates a stable particle that can be produced at colliders, and the hierarchy487

problem motivates ‘partner’ particles with the same gauge quantum numbers as standard model particles.488

Colored partners generally decay to the dark matter particle, and can therefore give a signal in jets plus489

missing energy. Examples of such models include ‘universal’ extra dimension models where the standard490

model fields propagate in an extra dimension, and ‘little Higgs’ models with T -parity. A discovery in the491

jets plus missing energy channel is therefore potentially the first step producing and studying dark matter492

in the laboratory, as well as establishing new symmetries of nature. It is therefore recognized as one of the493

most important searches for new physics at the LHC, with both ATLAS and CMS each performing several494

independent searches using different background rejection strategies.495

LHC sensitivity: The upcoming LHC run 2 (14 TeV 300/fb) has tremendous potential for discovery in496

this channel. The strongest current bounds come from the recently-completed LHC run 1, and the reach is497

significantly improved due to the increased center-of-mass energy of run 2.498

It is impossible to discuss the reach for SUSY without caveats and assumptions. One approach is the499

simplified model approach, which focuses on a subset of the particles and allows exploration of a wide range500

of kinematics for new physics, but does not include the effects of the many decay modes present in realistic501

models. The reach of these searches for simplified models has been studied in the the ATLAS and CMS502

WhitePapers [109, 112], and also using the Delphes Snowmass LHC detector [107]. The reach is shown in503

Fig.1-17 and 1-18. Based on these results, we can expect squarks and gluinos with masses up to around 2504

TeV to be visible at LHC run 2, provided there is no significant dilution due to other decays.505

Another way to assess SUSY reach is to study scans over complete models. This approach is taken in506

the ‘phenomenological minimal supersymmetric standard model’ (pMSSM) [42]. Here 19 independent507

superpartner masses are independently uniformly scanned. This scan shows that of the models that are508

not excluded at the LHC with 300/fb, 75% are in 95% confidenct level reach of the HL-LHC, see Fig. 1-19.509
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Figure 1-17. Estimated reach of ATLAS run 2 for squarks and gluinos. CMS has similar sensitivity.

Figure 1-18. Estimated reach for gluinos using DELPHES simulation. Only gluino and LSP are assumed
to be light.
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Figure 1-19. Projections for pMSSM model coverage efficiency shown in gluino-LSP pane for 14 TeV
LHC and integrated luminosity of 300/fb (left) and 3000/fb (right)

Figure 1-20. Spectrum of the pMSSM model used for discovery scenario.
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An example model To illustrate the potential impact of a discovery in this channel, we discuss a scenario510

based on model 2750334 of the pMSSM scan [42]. The spectrum of the model is given in Fig. 1-20. Complete511

details of the model can be found in [42]. This model has light neutralinos and charginos clustered around512

200 GeV; the lightest neutralino is a mixture of bino and Higgsino (‘well-tempered Bino-Higgsino’), and513

consititues a viable dark matter candidate. The lightest squark has a mass of 1.3 TeV, and evades searches514

at LHC run 1.515

In this model, the LHC14/300 will discover new physics in the jets plus MET channel with high significance.516

At the same time, no other signal of new physics would be observed.517

The simplest phenomenological explanaion of this excess is production of a new colored particle, followed by518

decay to jets plus a stable neutral particle accounting for the missing energy. Because this is the most sensitive519

channel for SUSY, this is clearly the leading interpretation of the signal that must be further explored. But520

there are also other possibilities to be considered. For example models where all the standard model particles521

propagate in extra spatial dimensions (‘universal extra dimensions’) have have extra-dimensional excitations522

for all the standard model particles that give rise to similar singals. This motivates both detailed study of523

the jets plus MET excess as well as searches for other particles predicted in these models.524

Using kinematic variables such as MT2, one can get an estimate of the mass difference between the colored525

particle and the stable neutral particle.526

It is difficult to get additional information about the spectrum, because the energy distributions are sensitive527

mainly to the difference between the produced colored particle mass and the mass of the stable particle at528

the end of the decay. Information about the rate is also difficult to interpret because production is due to529

an unknown number of similar states, and there may be multiple decays. In this case, the energy are rate530

are not a good match with what is expected in the simplest SUSY models (which generally have addtional531

degenerate squarks and/or a lighter gluino), leading one to suspect that there may be additional colored532

superpartners.533

In addition, there is no sign so far of the electroweak-inos and sleptons that must be present if the signal is534

SUSY. These evade searches because this part of the spectrum is highly compressed and slepton production535

cross section is small.536

The HL-LHC (14 TeV with 3000/fb) extends the squark discovery reach to approximately 2.5 TeV. For our537

example model it might be possible to claim evidence of more then one strongly interacting state.538

Lepton collider reach for new particles extends up to masses of
√
s/2. Therefore ILC with 500 GeV would539

be able to precisely measure the masses and spins of the gauginos and sleptons, as well as the branching540

fractions in their transitions [27]. The presence of these additional expected partners, as well as their spins,541

would be direct evidence for supersymmetry, which relates fermions and bosons. This would allow us to542

estimate the composition of the electroweak-ino mass eigensstates. This is an important step in connecting543

collider measurements with the dark matter relic abundance (see below).544

The sleptons would not be found at the 500 GeV ILC, and mass limits on the lightest slepton would be at545

around 250 GeV. These bounds are nominally weaker than those from the LHC, but unlike the LHC limits,546

they are essentially free of loopholes from complicated decays. This would suggest that the sleptons are not547

important for the thermal relic density of the LSP, and estimates of the relic abundance from collider data548

would give values consistent with the observed relic density, but with large errors.549

At this point, it would be very clear that supersymmetry has been established, and the sleptons are the550

last major missing piece of the puzzle. An ILC upgrade, or CLIC, or a muon collider would be strongly551
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motivated to search for these. In our example model, a 3 TeV CLIC [13, 97] would easily discover an 800552

GeV ẽR, but 1.6 TeV τ̃1 and heavier sleptons would remain out of reach.553

The higher mass colored superpartners can only be searched for at a higher energy hadron machine, either554

a 33 TeV LHC or a VLHC (see Fig. 1-18).555

1.3.5 SUSY with a light stop556

One of the essential elements of any solution to the naturalness problem is a top-partner, which is responsible557

for temper the quantum corrections to the Higgs mass generated by the top quark. In SUSY, the superpartner558

of the top quark, stop, plays this role. Therefore, search for the stop is directly connected to the test of559

naturalness.560

The simplest stop decay channel is t̃ → t+ LSP, giving rise to signature tt̄ + 6ET . The simplest stop decay

our discussion to the subset of models wherein the NLSPs produce a visible signal (prompt
or not), the search e�ciencies are found to be similarly improved. This is explicitly shown
for the case of light stops as well as for the ũL in Fig. 12.

Figure 11: Search e�ciencies for light stops (left) and sbottoms (right) in the gravitino LSP
model set as a function of their masses and that of the NLSP.

2.3 Low-Fine Tuned Model Set

As discussed above, we also have generated a small (⇠ 10.2k) set of models with low-Fine
Tuning where the neutralino LSP saturates the thermal relic density (with a Higgs mass of
126±3 GeV); this sample was selected from an initial sample of 3.3⇥108 points. This implies
that satisfying the additional constraints of the ‘correct’ relic density and the observed Higgs
mass (in addition to all of the standard collider, precision electroweak, DM search and flavor
constraints) is non-trivial to accomplish. One reason for this is that while ⇠ 20% of the
original neutralino LSP models gave the correct Higgs mass, the range we now allow for the
relic density around its central value (⇠ ±0.095) is quite narrow compared to the overall
range of possible values which extends over several orders of magnitude [6]. Figure 13 displays
the resulting distributions of the Higgs mass, relic density and amount of fine-tuning (�, the
Barbieri-Giudice parameter [14]) for this model set. Here we see that the set is dominated
by models which have larger values of � and somewhat smaller Higgs masses as we might
expect. The smallest value of � we obtain is ⇠ 30 and to go much lower would likely require
a dedicated Markov chain Monte Carlo study using our low � points as seeds.

These low-FT models necessarily have a relatively light stop and a bino-like LSP along
with Higgsinos with masses below ⇠ 450 GeV. Well-tempered bino-Higgsino mixing is mostly
responsible for achieving the correct relic density in this model set, although co-annihilation
with a light slepton below the stop (⇠ 30% of the models) or annihilation through either
the Z or Higgs funnel is also rather common. Figure 14 shows the electroweak content

18

Figure 1-21. Limits on the pMSSM parameter space from current LHC stop searches.

561

channel is t̃→ t+ LSP, giving rise to signature tt̄+ 6ET . LHC run 1 has made significant progress in exploring562

the relevant parameter region of light stop. At the same time, there are still large portion of model space563

left unconstrained, as demonstrated in the pMSSM scan shown in Fig. 1-21. This channel is going to be one564

of the foci of the LHC Run 2 program. The reach is estimated in ATLAS and CMS white papers [109, 112],565

as shown in Fig. 1-22566

If an excess is observed in this channel in LHC Run 2, it may be evidence for SUSY with a light stop quark.567

During the subsequent run and the operation of HL-LHC, the significance of this excess will grow and reach568

discovery level. This would be a major discovery which marks the beginning of an new era. It gives solid569

evidence to naturalness, and hints at many new particles to be discovered in the coming decades. In addition570

to the stop discovery, the presence of tt̄+MET signal implies the presence of a stable neutral particle. This571

would the first collider signal for dark matter as well!572

The immediate goal after this discovery would be to measure the properties of the new particle, and check573

it is consistent with that of the stop. The most important properties include its mass and couplings. With574

some simplifying assumptions which can be checked later, we can get an initial estimate of the stop mass575

just from the measured production cross section.576
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6.2 Direct Production of Top Squarks

Naturalness arguments lead to the conclusion that a Higgs boson mass of mH = 125 GeV favors
a light top squark mass, less than 1 TeV. A direct search for top squarks needs to cover this
allowed range of masses. The top squark pair production cross section at

p
s = 14 TeV is 10 fb

for mt̃ = 1 TeV. For the purpose of this study, the stops are assumed to decay either to a top
quark and the LSP (t̃ ! t + �̃0

1) or to a bottom quark and the lightest chargino (t̃ ! b + �̃±1 ).
The final state for the first decay is a top quark pair in associated with large missing transverse
momentum, while the final state for the second decay is 2 b-jets, 2 W bosons, and large missing
transverse momentum. In both cases, leptonic signatures are used to identify the top quarks or
the W bosons. The 1-lepton + jet channel is sensitive to t̃ ! t + �̃0

1, and the 2-lepton + jet
channel is sensitive to t̃ ! b + �̃±1 . For this study, the event selection requirements were not
reoptimized for a greater integrated luminosity.

An increase in the integrated luminosity from 300 to 3000 fb�1 results in an increase in a stop
mass discovery reach of approximately 150 GeV, up to 920 GeV (see Fig. 11). This increase
covers a significant part of the top squark range favored by naturalness arguments. In this study
the same selection cuts were used for the two luminosity values.
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Figure 11: Discovery reach (solid lines) and exclusion limits (dashed lines) for top squarks in the t̃ !
t + �̃0

1 (red) and the t̃ ! b + �̃±1 , �̃
±
1 ! W + �̃0

1 (green) decay modes.

6.3 Strong Production of Squarks and Gluinos

A high-luminosity dataset would allow the discovery reach for gluinos and squarks to be pushed
to the highest masses. Gluinos and light-flavor squarks can be produced with a large cross
section at 14 TeV, and the most striking signature is still large missing transverse momentum as
part of large total e↵ective mass. An optimized event selection for a benchmark point with
mq̃ = mg̃ = 3200 GeV requires the missing transverse momentum significance, defined as
Emiss

T /
p

HT , be greater than 15 GeV1/2. (The variable HT is defined to be the scalar sum of
the jet and lepton transverse energies and the missing transverse momentum in the event.) Both
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fine-tuning. One possible production mechanism is the decay of (light) gluinos to stops and
sbottoms, if they are lighter than the gluinos and the gluinos are within the LHC reach with
13–14 TeV. These models are studied in the previous Secs. 5.1–5.2. Here, we study the model
where the stops are the lightest squarks and are directly produced in pairs. The extrapolation
is based on the result obtained from a search in final states with a muon or electron [34]. This
analysis has a discovery reach for stop masses of 300–500 GeV and a maximum neutralino mass
of 75 GeV for a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 20 fb�1.

The projections to higher energy and luminosity are based on the 8 TeV Monte Carlo simulated
samples produced with the MADGRAPH 5 [43] simulation program. For Scenario A, the signal
and background yields, as well as the uncertainty on the background, are scaled by the ratios
Rsig and Rbkg, respectively (Eq. (3)). The cross sections for direct stop production are enhanced
for 14 TeV by a factor of ⇠ 4–20 for stop masses of 200–1000 GeV. The main background consists
of tt events, which are scaled by the cross section ratio. The ratio of the cross sections for the
second highest background, W+jets, is smaller than tt, leading to a conservative background
estimation. The signal extrapolation is done in the same way for the less conservative Scenario
B, but the uncertainty on the background is reduced by 1/

p
Rbkg, as it is assumed that the

uncertainty is largely driven by the statistical precision from the control samples, which will
improve with more data. Nevertheless, a fixed lower limit on the relative uncertainty of at least
10% is kept.
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Figure 18: The simplified model topology direct stop production, where the stops decay to a
top quark and an LSP each (left), and the projected 5s discovery reaches for this model (right).

The results are summarized in Fig. 18. A discovery reach for stop masses of 750–950 GeV, and
LSP masses of 300–450 GeV, is expected. More stringent selection requirements could suppress
the background further, leading to an improvement of the signal-to-background ratio and dis-
covery potential. Also, when searching for stop signals at higher masses, many top quarks from
stop decays are highly boosted, but the use of the boosted top taggers are not yet explored to
gain extra sensitivity.

Figure 1-22. ALTAS and CMS projections of reaches for stop in direct pair production LHC Run 2 and
HL-LHC.

The initial discovery would also tell us that stop has a significant coupling to top and the LSP so that t̃→ t+577

LSP is a main decay mode. Indeed, this would also be one of simplifying assumption which allows us to578

estimate the stop mass using production rate. At the same time, the stop can have a rich collection of decay579

channels to charginos and neutralinos. Measuring them will paint a full picture of stop couplings. Many of580

these channels will be subdominant, and discovering them require large statistics. HL-LHC is indispensable581

in accomplishing this task.582

To confirm the initial estimates of the stop properties, more detailed measurements of properties need to be583

carried out. Indeed, there can be other new physics scenarios, for example the Universal Extra Dimension584

(UED), which can have signals very similar to SUSY. Therefore, during the period after discovery, there585

will be competing interpretations. To distinguish them, model independent measurements of spin and mass586

are necessary. Such measurements are difficult, since we can not fully reconstruct the momentum of LSPs.587

Precise measurement of subtle features of kinematical distributions will be necessary. High statistics at the588

level of HL-LHC will great enhance our capability of carrying out these measurements.589

The most interesting coupling of stop is probably with the Higgs boson. Confirming its consistency with590

SUSY prediction would be a directly proof of the stop’s crucial role in solving the fine-tuning problem. To591

directly probe this coupling, one would have to observe the pp → t̃t̃∗h process. However, this process has592

an extremely low rate at 14 TeV LHC. It can only be reached at the VLHC with ECM = 100 TeV. At the593

same time, a robust test of the divergence cancellation can be performed by testing the “SUSY-Yukawa sum594

rule” [?], a relation among stop and sbottom masses and mixing angles which is tightly connected with this595

cancellation. A meaningful test of the sum rule requires precise measurements of the masses and mixing596

angles, which could be performed at a future lepton collider.597

We note that, from Fig. 1-21, very light stop below 250(500) GeV are still not ruled out. They are within the598

reach of 500(1000) GeV ILC. Heavier stop would be reachable at CLIC and/or high energy muon collider.599

If stop can be produced at lepton collider, their properties can be studied in great detail.600

The presence of a light stop implies the presence of a full set of superpartners not far away from the TeV601

scale. Indeed, naturalness also implies certain electroweak-inos, in particular the Higgsino, should be within602

a couple hundred GeV. This would be case in which a high energy lepton collider can play a crucial role in603

putting together a full picture of the new physics immediately above the weak scale. As discussed above,604

model independent measurements of spin, mass and couplings of superpartners are challenging at pp-colliders605

and require at least high luminosity. At the same time, high energy lepton colliders can provide a much606
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cleaner environment. Moreover, it is much easier to reconstruct the kinematics. In addition, it could also607

answer definitively another question of equal importance: the identity of the LSP dark matter.608
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Figure 1-23. Left panel: spectrum of the benchmark model in the τ̃ -coannihilation region. Right: yield
of this SUSY signals at the ILC.

A great example of such scenarios is explored in the joint ILC-LHC study of the stau co-annihilation model609

[35]. In addition to low fine-tuning, the neutralino in that model accounts for the observed amount of the610

Dark Matter in the Universe. The mass spectrum and allowed transitions in this model are shown in the611

left panel of Fig. 1-23.612

At the 500 GeV ILC sleptons and lighter gauginos are accessible, and their mass and quantum numbers will613

be measured. In particular, the τ̃1 mass could be measured to 0.2% and τ̃2 mass to 3% [27]. The production614

cross section can be determined to 4%, and the polarization of τ leptons could be measured to < 10%.615

By measuring tau polarization one can measure higgsino fraction of the lightest neutralino. In addition,616

CLIC would have access to almost all of the states in this benchmark model. The plethora of precision617

measurements will allow for precise determination of SUSY model parameters, and will help to confirm or618

rule out different proposed SUSY breaking mechanisms.619

1.3.6 Discovery in Leptons+MET620

In many scenarios of supersymmetry breaking, the color-neutral superpartners such as electroweakinos621

(gauginos, higgsinos) and sleptons can be significantly lighter than the colored states (gluino and squarks). In622

this case, the production of electroweakinos may be the initial supersymmetry discovery mode. The typical623

signature involves production of W - and Z-bosons when the electroweakinos decay to the stable LSP, giving624

signatures with charged leptons (from W - and Z-boson decays) and missing transverse momentum (from625

the invisible LSPs).626

There are persuasive arguments for why some of the charginos and neutralinos could be light [24, 25]. For627

example, while the fine-tuning arguments about the upper limits on masses of stop and gluino can be relaxed628

in NMSSM, it is much harder to avoid the requirement that µ is small. Therefore, an NMSSM reality with629

only light states being charged and neutral higgsinos can still be “natural”.630
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FIG. 2: Number of events as colored coded on the right-hand side axis at the LHC of 14 TeV with 300

fb−1 for Bino-like LSP in µ − M2 plane with (a) for opposite-sign di-lepton in χ+
1 χ−

1 → W+W −, (b) for

tri-lepton in χ±
1 χ0

2(3) → WZ , and (c) single lepton plus bb̄ in χ±
1 χ0

2(3) → Wh.

IV. CHARGINOS AND NEUTRALINOS AT THE ILC

Due to the rather small electroweak production cross section and large SM background at the

LHC, the discovery of the charginos and neutralinos via direct production would be very chal-

lenging as discussed in the previous section. Even if the signal is observed, the determination of

their properties would be very difficult. This is where an ILC would show the major advantage.

The typical cross sections are of the order of 100 fb. Once crossing the kinematical threshold, the

fermionic pair production reaches the maximum rather soon. In Fig. 3, we show the 95% C.L. sen-

sitivity at the 500 GeV ILC with 500 fb−1 for the case of Bino-like LSP. We see that the sensitivity

reach is about half of the center-of-mass energy in the NLSP’s mass, be it Wino-like (band along

vertical axis) or Higgsino-like (band along the horizontal axis). Thus for an upgraded ILC with

7

Figure 1-24. Estimated reach of LHC run 2 for chargino production followed by χ± →W±χ0, assuming
Bino LSP. 3σ significance corresponds to an event yield of 9.

5.5 Chargino-Neutralino Production 23

the same as for the 8 TeV analysis, except for the statistical uncertainty on the fake prediction,
which is scaled down by the square-root of the luminosity and cross section increase, as this
uncertainty is driven purely by the fakeable object count in the isolation sideband. For Sce-
nario B, the signal extrapolation is done in the same way, but the systematic uncertainty on
the rare SM background is reduced from 50% to 30%, as it can be assumed that the cross sec-
tions and kinematic properties of these processes will be measured and better understood. The
systematic uncertainty on the fake background is reduced from 50% to 40%.

Figure 19 shows the topology of the investigated simplified model and the 5s discovery region,
which is extended up to sbottom masses of 600–700 GeV and LSP masses up to 350 GeV.

5.5 Chargino-Neutralino Production

With higher luminosities, the searches for the electroweak SUSY particles may become increas-
ingly more important. Charginos and neutralinos can be produced in cascade decays of gluinos
and squarks or directly via electroweak interactions, and, in the case of heavy gluinos and
squarks, gauginos would be produced dominantly via electroweak interactions. Depending
on the mass spectrum, the charginos and neutralinos can have significant decay branching
fractions to leptons or on-shell vector bosons, yielding multilepton final states. Here the pro-
jections of the discovery reach for direct production of c̃±

1 and c̃0
2, which decay via W and Z

bosons into the LSP (c̃0
1) [37], are presented. This production becomes dominant if sleptons are

too massive and c̃±
1 and c̃0

2 are wino-like, which suppresses neutralino-pair production relative
to neutralino-chargino production.

The analysis is based on a three-lepton search, with electrons, muons, and at most one hadron-
ically decaying t lepton. In order to get an estimate for the sensitivity at 14 TeV two different
Scenarios (A and B) are considered, as discussed earlier. The results are shown in Fig. 20. The
chargino mass sensitivity can be increased to 500–600 GeV, while discovery potential for neu-
tralinos ranges from 150 to almost 300 GeV.
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Figure 20: The simplified model topology for direct c̃±
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2 production (a), and the projected 5s
discovery projections for this model (b).

Figure 1-25. Estimated reach for chargino-neutralino production followed by χ±1 →W±χ0
1 and χ0

2 → Zχ0
1

with 100% branching ratio.

LHC sensitivity The LHC run 2 will greatly extend the reach in searches for superpartners without631

strong interactions. For example the reach for χ+
1 χ
−
1 followed by χ±1 → W±χ0

1 has been estimated in [36],632

and shows a reach of up to mχ0
1

= 650 GeV (see Fig. 1-24). The reach for χ±1 χ
0
2 has been estimated in the633

ATLAS and CMS WhitePapers [109, 112], and has a reach up to mχ±1
= 500–600 GeV (see Fig. 1-25).634

In the case of very small splitting, the final state would be essentially invisible, but analysis of events in635

which a jet or photon recoils from the initial state (see Section 1.3.2) would be sensitive at high integrated636

luminosities.637

As a general point, LHC sensitivity to the EWKino states greatly increases with integrated luminosity,638

owing to their relatively low masses and very low production cross-sections. For example [26, 36] channels639

like `bb̄+MET play increasingly important role at HL-LHC (see Fig. 1-26).640
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Figure 1-26. Estimated reach of LHC for 300/fb and 3000/fb for mSUGRA model.

Recently, studies have shown that vector-boson-fusion production of winos, with a final state of two for-641

ward jets and missing transverse energy could be sensitive to models with small splittings between the642

electroweakinos with masses of a few hundred GeV [67, 66].643

An excess at the LHC could be studied in detail at the HL-LHC, revealing the mass splittings via the dilepton644

mass edges. Together with the cross sections and assuming high higgsino fraction, a rough estimate of the645

absolute masses might be possible.646

A lepton collider such as the ILC or CLIC, would produce the complementary to LHC reactions of chargino647

pair production and / or mixed neutralino production, and would be able to measure masses and quantum648

numbers of the observed states, owing to the unique kinematics of e+e− collisions, and will search for partners649

of leptons [27], see Figure 1-27.650

The HL-LHC would also extend the sensitivity to colored states from about 2 to 2.5 TeV (see Section 1.3.4),651

but to make significant gains in mass reach a higher energy hadron collider will be required. A 33 (100) TeV652

collider will be able to push the SUSY squark/gluino discovery reach to 7 (15) TeV [107].653

1.3.7 R-parity violating SUSY654

Naturalness suggests that superpartners must be sufficiently light to produced at the TeV scale. In particular,655

it suggests that mt̃ < 500 GeV and mg̃ < 1 TeV, which larger values requiring tuning to explain the small656

observed mass of the Higgs boson. These ‘natural’ values of the gluino and stop masses are ruled out in657

the simplest models by searches at LHC run 1, motivating the study of SUSY models where the bounds are658

weaker.659
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Figure 1-27. ILC-LHC joint scan from Ref [27].

One way that natural SUSY could have escaped detection so far is that R-parity is not conserved. R-parity660

is a discrete symmetry that guarantees that the superpartners are produced in pairs, and that the LSP is661

stable. Giving up R-parity means that missing energy is no longer a generic signature of SUSY at colliders.662

Dark matter would have to be explained by a particle other than the LSP.663

There are a large number of possible R-parity violating (RPV) couplings, each of which have an extremely664

rich phenomenology. These couplings violate baryon and/or lepton number, and necessarily have a non-665

trivial flavor structure. For this reason, there are many constraints on these couplings coming from flavor666

physics and baryon and lepton-violating processes. However, these constraints generally depend on products667

of different RPV couplings, and individual couplings can be large enough to be relevant for collider physics.668

(For a review, see [30].)669

In this section, we consider three different discover scenarios. Two are based on the operators L3Q3D3 are670

U2D1D2, where the subscripts denote the quark or lepton generation. These were chosen because they make671

searches for stops quite challenging. However, we will see that specialized searches are quite sensitive. The672

third scenario explores RPV bilenear terms in the superpotential and soft lagrangian, which together allow673

higgsino decay into W and lepton. The later scenario, which we will refer to as bRPV , may be related to674

the origin of neutrino masses [101].675

L3Q3D3: This coupling allows the decay t̃ → τb, so the stop appears as a third-generation leptoquark676

resonance. LHC run 2 can probe this mode for stop masses up to 1.3 TeV [73] (see Fig. 1-28).677

RPV SUSY will be the leading interpretation of such a signal. Another possible interpretation is double678

higgs production in an extended Higgs sector followed by hh→ (bb)(ττ). This is straightforward to eliminate679
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Figure 1-28. Left: limits on stops decaying to τb via the L3Q3D3 operator. Right: limits on stop decaying
to tχ0 → t(jjj) via the U2D1D2 operator

due to the different kinematics as well as other decay modes of the Higgs. Another interpretation is a spin-1680

third-generation leptoquark. This can be distinguished using rate information if the mass of the produced681

particle is known, but this is difficult to determine because of multiple sources of missing energy in the event.682

The SUSY interpretation of this signal can be probed in a number of ways. The sbottom mass is different683

from the stop mass in general, but the masses are similar in many models. This motivates searches for684

sbottoms, which decay via b̃ → bν or tτ . These can be searched for with good sensitivity at the LHC [52].685

Also, the electroweak-inos are expected to be lighter than the stops. These are expected to have the decays686

χ± → tbν, bbτ , or χ0W±, and χ0 → tbτ or bbν. These can be searched for both in direct production and687

from stop decays t̃ → tχ0 or bχ±. Another plausible signal is gluino pair production followed by g̃ → tt̃ or688

bb̃, followed by any of the decays discussed above. All of these possibilities can be extensively probed at the689

HL-LHC.690

Precision flavor physics also gives a complementary probe of other LQD operators. Mixing in the B meson691

system probes L3Q3D1, and B → Xsνν probes LiQ3D2 and LiQ2D3 for i = 1, 2, 3.692

The HL-LHC can increase the signifance to 5σ for the 1 TeV stops in our scenario. In the µτh channel alone,693

there are 270 events with a significance of 4.4σ. The addition of the eτh channels would give enough to claim694

discovery.695

U2D1D2: In this case, stops can decay via t̃ → tχ0 followed by χ0 → jjj from the RPV coupling. If the696

stops have a mass of 900 GeV, a search for a lepton (from the top decay) with multiple additional jets would697

be sensitive to these at LHC run 2, yielding 9 events above background and a significance of 3.4σ (estimated698

with 50PU and assuming mt̃ : mχ0 = 2 : 1 [73].699

At the same mass, LHC 14 with 3000/fb and 140PU, would yield 15 events (with expected similar back-700

ground) and a significance of 5.6σ. The number of signal events has been suppressed to increase significance,701

but looser cuts can give larger samples. These may be important to address the question of whether the702
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Figure 1-29. Projected LHC sensitivity to the bi-linear RPV SUSY at 14 TeV (left) and 33 TeV (right).

excess is due to a misunderstanding of QCD tails. For example, the possibility of reconstructing the boosted703

χ0 could help to resolve this question.704

There are a number of associated channels that can be studied in the SUSY interpretation of this signal.705

One is gluino pair production, followed by the decay g̃ → jjj via virtual squarks, or g̃ → tt̃ followed by706

t̃→ tjjj.707

Future colliders will also be able to probe this scenario. Lepton colliders will be able to probe the electroweak-708

ino sector essentially without loopholes for chargino and neutralino masses up to half the center of mass709

energy. In this scenario, the 500 GeV ILC will probe a significant region of the parameter space, higher710

energy lepton colliders such as 1 TeV ILC, CLIC, or muon colliders will further extend the reach. The711

remaining colored superpartners can be explored only at LHC33 or a VLHC.712

bRPV : At the LHC, higgsino pair production with subsequent decays H̃ −→Wτ would give rise to excess713

in multi-lepton production (see left frame of Fig. 1-30).714

As an example, let’s assume that the higgsino mass is 210 GeV. LHC will establish the excess with significance715

above 5 σ, but the interpretation of the excess at the 14 TeV LHC would be highly ambiguous.716

At the ILC [27], however, one would not only establish the RPV nature of the higgsino, but also detect717

companion decay into Wµ. This would allow to make a very powerful connection to the neutrino physics: if718

the R-parity violation is the origin of the neutrino mass, one predicts the value of the mixing angle Θ23 (see719

Fig. ??).720

It’s important to note that the sensitivity to such signatures at hadron colliders dramatically improves with721

energy. A 33 TeV proton collider will be sensitive to LH scenario up to the 2.5 TeV higgsino masses (see722

right frame of Fig. 1-30).723

1.3.8 Long-lived Heavy Particles724

Massive long-lived particles are predicted by numerous extensions of the SM [78]. For example, in SUSY the725

lightest SUSY particle (LSP) or next-to lightest SUSY particle (NLSP) gives many possibilities. Assuming R-726

parity conservation, the NLSP may be long-lived due to either approximate mass degeneracy in the spectrum727

or suppression of the coupling to the LSP due to the higher scale of SUSY breaking. Typical models include728
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Figure 1-30. Left: Experimental precision on the ratio ofWµ andWτ branching fractions. Right: Derived
uncertainty on the Θ23 neutrino mixing angle.

a long-lived stau, chargino, gluino, stop, or sbottom. In many cases the discovery mode for SUSY is a new729

detector-stable particle.730

In the case of a colored long-lived particle, it is expected to hadronize on the QCD distance scale, leading731

to a color-neutral ‘R-hadron’ being observed at longer distances in the detector. This R-hadron can be732

either electrically neutral or charged, depending on the (unknown) R-hadron spectrum. R-hadrons can also733

undergo nuclear interactions in the detector, changing their charge as they traverse the detector. Simulation734

of R-hadron hadronization and energy deposits and interactions in detector material (and decay) have been735

implemented in Pythia (6 and 8) and through Geant4 extensions.736

Massive, charged, long-lived particles will typically escape the detector since they begin with large kinetic737

energy, although they lose more energy in material through ionization than minimum-ionizing particles.738

The speed of the particle can be directly measured using timing information from several detectors, such as739

calorimeters and muon systems. The slow speed also causes the particle to deposit more charge per unit740

length in the detectors, due to the Bethe-Block relations, which can be measured particularly well in silicon741

tracking detectors. Combined with a momentum measurement from the radius of curvature of the charged742

particle, the speed measurement can be used to infer the mass of the particle.743

ATLAS and CMS have both performed very general searches for long-lived, massive, stable, charged tracks,744

from new particles such as long-lived squarks, gluinos, or staus [110, 51]. The data are compared to models745

of background derived from data, given measured amounts of timing and ionization mis-measurements based746

on studies of Z decays. No excess is observed at high mass (large ionization and/or slow time) for any of the747

searches, so limits are placed on the particles’ masses. At ATLAS, the long-lived stau is excluded at 95%748

C.L. below 310 GeV, gluinos below 985 GeV, and stop/sbottom below about 600 GeV; similar limits are749

observed by CMS.750

Backgrounds to detector-stable particles are small, given the excellent performance of detectors such as751

ATLAS and CMS. Thus the ability to discover these new particles mainly relies on being able to produce752

them in sufficient numbers. Running at 14 TeV with 300 fb−1 of data will greatly enhance the mass reach753

for detector-stable particles by factors of 2–3, to 3 TeV for gluino and 2 TeV for stop/sbottom R-hadrons,754

and 1 TeV for staus (see Figure 1-31). The discovery of a new long-lived heavy particle at the LHC would755

of course be of fundamental significance and require detailed further study. We would already know some756
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Figure 1-31. Left: Summary of detector-stable partitcle reach at future colliders. Right: CMS study of
future LHC reach for long-lived stau, from [6].

basic propoerties of the particle from its discovery channel and cross section: a rough estimate of its mass,757

whether it is colored, and whether it is pair-produced.758

Due to the large masses involved, lepton colliders would have difficulty producing these new long-lived759

particles. They can produce stau-like states and observe them cleanly up to roughly half the CM energy.760

Thus, a 4 TeV muon collider would have the ability to study staus up to about 2 TeV, comparable to the761

reach of even an energy-upgraded 33 TeV LHC. Studies of the new particle at the muon collider could probe762

its mass and spin precisely.763

Learning about whether the new particle decays, and its lifetime and decay channels if it does, would also764

be critical. Doing so would be challenging, since it typically escapes the detector, but some fraction of them765

would be expected to come to rest in the detector (through ionization energy loss), where they could later be766

observed to decay. ATLAS and CMS have both developed searches for long-lived particles that stop in the767

dense detectors (calorimeters) and decay much later during accelerator bunch-crossings without collisions768

(or when beams are off). Assuming the ”generic” model of R-hadron interactions, a gluino with mass below769

857 GeV and a stop with mass below 340 GeV are excluded, for lifetimes between 10 microseconds and 1000770

seconds [111, 6]. The LHC experiments can trap and study long-lived heavy particles up to nearly the mass771

at which they can be discovered and provide reasonable estimtates of their lifetimes and decay properties,772

over a large rage of potential lifetimes. Should a new particle be discovered, specialized detectors could773

be constructed to trap a larger fraction of the particles and optimized to study their decay properties as774

accurately as possible [86]. Large luminosity, from an upgraded LHC, would be essential for this program of775

study.776

1.3.9 Top Partners777

A natural extension to the standard model would be a new chiral generation of quarks and leptons. However,778

such a chiral fourth fermion generation would couple to the Higgs boson with a Yukawa coupling that779

is proportional to its mass and therefore give a large enhancement Higgs-boson production through its780
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contributions to the fermion triangle in gluon fusion. This is clearly inconsistent with the observed Higgs781

production cross section, ruling out a chiral fourth generation of fermions.782

Vector-like quarks are non-chiral, in that their left- and right-handed components transform in the same783

way. Therefore their mass terms do not violate any symmetry and do not have to be generated by a Yukawa784

coupling to the Higgs boson. They couple to the Higgs boson only through their mixing with standard model785

quarks. This mixing is limited to small values by measurements of the S, T, U electroweak precision oblique786

parameters. For such small mixing angles, vector-like quarks are not expected to affect the gluon fusion787

production rate of the Higgs boson significantly and thus are not ruled out by the observed Higgs boson788

production cross section.789

Vector-like quarks are motivated by some solutions to the hierarchy problem[62, 104, 56, 16, 15, 61, 60].790

Little Higgs theories predict top-quark partners that cancel the effects of the top-quark loops on the Higgs791

boson mass. Models of compositeness also predict vector-like top partners. Vector-like quarks can be weak792

isospin singlets, such as the charge-2/3 top-quark partners predicted by little Higgs, top color, and top793

condensate models. However, they could also be weak isospin doublets including top and a bottom partners794

(T ′, B′, X5/3 and Y−4/3 fermionic partners). The Y−4/3 has a T ′-like W−b final state, with distinction795

only possible through a challenging measurement of the b-quark jet charge. Additional vector-like multiplets796

in higher representations are also possible, with the prediction of a wider range of T ′-like exotica, with a797

collection of the possibilities outlined in [40]. Generically, models in which the SM fields propagate in an798

extra spatial dimension predict the existence of Kaluza-Klein towers of vector-like quarks. The KK partner799

of the top quark, for example, will in general decay to primarily 3rd generation quarks and SM gauge bosons.800

Additionally, ultraviolet completions of R-parity violating SUSY models that follow the philosophy of minimal801

flavor violation to protect against baryon number violating operators [57] contain such T ′ quarks [92]802

Earlier optimized searches exist for special cases in which the T ′ decays with 100% branching ratio to the803

W − b (as in the sequential 4th generation model) [49, 12] or t − Z [53] final states. For most of the well804

motivated constructions, three final states b −W , t − Z, and t − h may result from T ′ decays. Note that805

other decays that involve the first two generation quarks are in principle also possible, but are generally806

suppressed in models that do not violate existing flavor constraints. A recent study which explores this807

possibility is [41].808

The benchmark scenario considered for the snowmass study takes into account the three decays allowed by809

different models, such as T ′ → tZ, and T ′ → tH. For this benchmark, Goldstone’s theorem applies such810

that in the heavy T ′ limit, the branching ratios for the three processes asymptotically obey BF(T ′ → bW ) =811

2BF(T ′ → tZ) = 2BF(T ′ → th).812

Recent studies have sought to obtain more general limits such that the three branching fractions of the T ′813

are free parameters, albeit subject to the constraint that no other final states are allowed, such that the814

model spans a “triangle” of branching fractions. In fact, a large class of models follows a specific trajectory815

within the triangle, with this trajectory determined by quantum numbers of the T ′.816

An analysis of a general set of top partner final states with optimization over various branching fractions817

in the triangular phase space has been carried out by the CMS Collaboration[1]. Direct limits based on818

current data exclude vector-like quarks for masses below 700-800 GeV, depending on their decay branching819

fractions [1, 4, 5]. Earlier studies [103, 34, 18], based on ATLAS results have analyzed a more simplified820

“triangle” of branching fractions, with only a few points considered. The second looks at the specific case of821

little Higgs models, where the T ′ is taken to be a singlet.822

With LHC running at
√
s = 14 TeV and a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1,823

the reach for discovering heavy vector-like quarks with charge 2/3 and exotic charge 5/3 will be extended824

significantly. As demonstrated in Fig. 1-32, the 5σ (3σ) reach for discovering heavy top-like quarks with mass825
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around 1.3 (1.4) TeV is achievable [38, 23]. In the absence of such heavy quarks, we can probe masses up to826

1.5 TeV. Similar conclusion is also reached in the whitepaper by CMS [6]. At the HL-LHC with
√
s = 14 TeV827

and 3000/fb vector-like quarks up to masses of around 1.5 TeV can be observed or alternatively in the absence828

of such quarks we can exclude masses up to 1.8 TeV (see Fig.1-32). With HE-LHC, the reach increases to829

heavy top-like quark with masses up to 2.5 TeV.830
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Figure 1-32. Discovery reach (left and middle panel) and exclusion (right panel) as a function of the mass
of a heavy vector-like quark at

√
s = 14 TeV

For completeness, we note that there may be other exotic decays of T ′s to non-SM particles (or flavor831

violating decays) which may reduce the sum of these three BF’s below 1. For example, in the Littlest Higgs832

model with T-parity [54, 55, 90], there is a T ′ → T−AH → tAHAH , decay mode with the AH playing the833

role of a “neutralino.” This stop-like final state reduces sensitivity in the Wb, Zt, and Ht channels, but also834

offers a complementary final state that is part of ongoing searches [7].835

If there is a vector-like T quark with a mass of 1200 GeV an excess of events should appear at the LHC836

with 14 TeV pp collisions after 300/fb have been collected. In events with a single electron or muon and837

several high-pT jets of which at least one shows substructure consistent with originating from a hadronic W -838

or Z-boson decay one may see an excess of 500 events over an expected background of about 2000 events.839

If such an excess is seen in a search for vector-like heavy quark one would first want to determine the840

properties of the new particle, such as production process (single or pair-production) and cross section,841

mass, charge, decay modes and branching fractions. The first order of business would be to establish the842

nature of the new particle. Additional evidence for a new particle could come from events with two or more843

leptons. If the production cross section is consistent with strong production the particle likely is colored.844

One would identify whether the decay modes are consistent with vector-like quarks. Vector-like quarks with845

charge 5/3 decay to tW, those with charge 2/3 decay to bW , tZ, and tH,and those with charge 1/3 decay846

to tW , bZ, and bH.847

Most interestingly, observation of a vector-like quark would most likely indicate that there are other heavy848

new particles. In little Higgs models there would be W and Higgs boson partners, in compositeness models849

there would likely be other vector-like quarks.850

Depending on the mass of the vector-like quark and the other new particles, collisions at higher energy might851

be needed to produce the particles in sufficient numbers to understand their properties. This could be done852

at HE-LHC or VLHC pp colliders or at the CLIC e+e− collider. Given the existing mass limits it is not853

likely that the ILC or TLEP could contribute significantly to their study.854
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Figure 1-33. Diagrams for QCD mediation of quark-quark interactions (left) and a four-fermion contact
interaction describing an effective field theory for the mediation of a new interaction between quark
constituents.

1.3.10 Fermion Compositeness855

High-energy particles are powerful probes of physics at small scales. Experiments at escalating energy856

scales have historically unveiled layers of substructure in particles previously considered as fundamental,857

from Rutherfords probing of gold atoms which revealed the presence of a central nucleus, to deep inelastic858

scattering of protons which demonstrated the existence of quarks. In this section, we consider the extent to859

which the compositeness of quarks can be probed by future collider facilities [75, 74].860

Quarks as bound states of more fundamental particles may explain current outstanding questions, such as861

the number of quark generations, the charges of the quarks, or the symmetry between the quark and lepton862

sectors [87, 106, 45].863

A typical approach to the study of quark compositeness [50] is to search for evidence of new interactions864

between quarks at a large characteristic energy scale, Λ. At interaction energies below Λ, the details of865

the new interaction and potential mediating particles can be integrated out to form a four-fermion contact866

interaction model (see Fig 1-33). This is well-described by an effective field theory approach [37]:867

Lqq =
2π

Λ2
[ηLL(q̄Lγ

µqL)(q̄LγµqL) + ηRR(q̄Rγ
µqR)(q̄RγµqR) + 2ηRL(q̄Rγ

µqR)(q̄LγµqL)] (1.1)

where the quark fields have chiral projections L and R, and the coefficients ηLL, ηRR, and ηRL turn on868

and off various interactions. In this study, we examine the cases of energy scales Λ+
LL, Λ+

RR, and Λ+
V−A869

with couplings (ηLL, ηRR, ηRL) = (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1), respectively, in order to demonstrate the870

center-of-mass dependence of the sensitivity of possible future pp facilities.871

Evidence for contact interactions would appear as an enhancement of dijet production with large dijet872

invariant mass mjj and angle relative to the beam axis, θ∗, in the center of mass frame. Quantum873

chromodynamics (QCD) predominantly produces jets with small θ∗ peaked in the forward and backward874

directions.875

While next-to-leading-order calculations of QCD [98] and the contact interactions expected from quark876

compositeness [82] are available, they are computationally intensive and for the purpose of this study, leading-877

order calculations are sufficient. For events generated at leading-order with madgraph [19], the showering878

and hadronization is described by pythia [108] and the detector response by delphes [100] for the facilities879

described in Fig. 1-34.880

Based on Ref. [21] which follows the approach of Ref [50], the analysis variable is χjj = e|y1−y2| where y1881

and y2 are the rapidities of the two highest transverse momentum (leading) jets. The distribution for QCD882

interactions is slightly increasing with χjj , while contact interaction models predict angular distributions883
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Figure 1-34. Left: distributions of χjj for QCD and contact interactions with a variety of choices of Λ for
the case of pp interactions with with

√
s = 100 TeV and L = 3000 fb−1. Right: summary of mjj thresholds

and sensitivity to the contact interaction scale Λ.

that are strongly peaked at low values of χjj . The distortion of the χjj shape is most distinct at large mjj .884

However, the cross section falls sharply with mjj , reducing the statistical power of the data. These two885

effects are in tension, and there is an optimum value of the minimum mjj threshold.886

As seen in Fig. 1-34, higher center-of-mass energies bring significant increases in sensitivity to the mass scale,887

Λ, such that a collider with
√
s = 100 TeV would be expected to probe scales above Λ = 125 TeV.888

If a deviation from QCD production is seen at the LHC with
√
s = 14 TeV, then a facility with higher889

energy will be needed to directly produce the new heavy particle that mediates the interaction of the quark890

constituents, dependening on the mass scale. This would appear as a dijet resonance in qq̄ → qq̄ events.891

Specifically, we can relate the exclusion of the compositeness scale Λ to that of the mass of a Z ′ mediator as:892

g2
Z′

36M2
Z′

=
2π

Λ2
.

For example, at
√
s = 14 TeV with =3000 fb−1, an exclusion of Λ > 18 TeV would correspond to excluding893

a Z ′ with (mZ′ = 1200 GeV , gZ′ = 0.12). Figure 1-15 shows the sensitivity and current limits.894

1.3.11 ‘Only’ the Standard Model895

We now consider an ‘anti-discovery’ scenario where LHC14 with 300/fb does not discover any additional896

particles or observe any anomalies. Such a run will have significant acheivements: the LHC will have not897

only discovered the Higgs boson, but will have made impressive progress in the program of precision Higgs898

measurements. Projections for these are discussed in the Higgs working group report. The scenario we are899

now considering also assumes that the improved measurements of Higgs couplings from LHC14 300/fb are900

consistent with their standard model values. It also assumes that there is no discovery of physics beyond the901

standard model from the intensity frontier program (e.g. new flavor violation) or the cosmic frontier program902

(e.g. dark matter direct detection). Any such discovery would be a sign of new physics that could be at the903
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TeV scale, giving additional motivation for continued exploration of the energy frontier. But if there is no904

discovery of new fundamental physics, is our motivation for exploring the TeV scale reduced?905

As discussed throughout this report, there are a number of big questions and big ideas that can be explored906

at the TeV scale. However, some of these do not point unambiguously to the TeV scale, and therefore remain907

as motivations for further exploration at the energy frontier. The big questions that have the strongest link908

to the TeV scale are the origin of dark matter and the naturalness of the Higgs boson. We discuss these909

questions in the context of the no-discovery scenario below.910

1.3.11.1 Dark Matter911

Probably the best-motivated dark matter candidate is a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP). This912

requires only that the dark matter is a neutral stable particle that couples weakly to the standard model,913

and that the dark matter particles are in thermal equilibrium with the standard model particles in the early914

universe. In this scenario, there is an upper limit on the WIMP mass915

mWIMP ≤ 2 TeV

(
g2

eff

0.3

)
, (1.2)

where geff is the coupling strength between dark matter and the SM particles, which we have normalized to916

the weak coupling in the SM. From this estimate, we see that the dark matter mass can easily be at the TeV917

scale, and LHC14 with 300/fb does not have sensitivity to direct production of non-colored states with this918

high mass. Alternatively, the dark matter may be much lighter, but is not observed at LHC14 with 300/fb919

because of ‘low-mass’ loopholes.920

The most model-independent collider search relies on the associated production of a pair of WIMPs together921

with hard radiation, e.g. a jet, photon, etc. LHC14 with 300/fb will only cover this scenario up to dark922

matter masses of a few hundred GeV, while HL-LHC can probably double the reach. At the same time,923

a higher energy VLHC at 33/100 TeV can really extend the reach of WIMPs into the TeV(s) regime and924

cover the main parameter region of the WIMP scenario. Alternatively, one may worry that the dark matter925

has been missed e+e− colliders can perform a model-independent search for dark matter up to essentially926

1
2Ecm.927

The scenario we are now envisioning may motivate a ‘minimal’ scenario such as that considered in §? of this928

report, and the results there are very relevant to this scenario. Unsurprisingly, hadron colliders can greatly929

extend the reach for dark matter if it couples to colored particles, while e+e− colliders are sensitive if it930

couples to leptons. We refer the reader to that section for quantitative results.931

1.3.11.2 Naturalness932

If nature is described by the standard model with an elementary Higgs boson up to the Planck scale, then933

the observed Higgs boson mass is the sum of different contributions that must cancel to an accuracy of934

ε ∼ (125 GeV/MPlanck)2 ∼ 10−30. This arises because the mass-squared parameter in the SM Lagrangian935

is quadratically sensitive to large mass scales. If this divergence is cut off by new physics at a scale MNP936

the tuning is reduced to ε ∼ (125 GeV/MNP)2. This is the basic naturalness argument for new physics at937

the TeV scale. The normalization and quantitative interpretation of naturalness estimates are not clear, but938

the quadratic scaling with MNP is robust, and fine tuning can be used as a rough guide for where to expect939

new physics. This argument is independent of supersymmetry or any other scenario for physics beyond the940

standard model.941
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In the standard model, the largest contribution to the Higgs mass that must be cut off by new physics comes942

from the top loop. Although this is a loop effect, the coefficient is large because of the large top coupling and943

the QCD color factor. This directly motivates searches for new physics in the top sector, such as searches for944

stops in SUSY and fermionic top partners in composite scenarios. These are discussed respectively in §? and945

§? of this report, where we see that LHC14 with 300/fb has sensitivity for these new states to approximately946

the TeV scale. Taken at face value, this implies roughly a tuning of ε ∼ 1%.947

Should this be taken as evidence that nature is unnatural? A possibly useful historical analogy from948

cosmology is that in the early 1990s the quadrupole anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background appeared949

to be below expectations from cold dark matter cosmology. This was arguably the ‘discovery mode’ for this950

cosmological model, and the reason it was not found earlier is that it is coindidentally small, with a probability951

from cosmic variance of roughly 1%. The lesson may be that unfavorable accidents at the 1% level do happen952

in discovery modes for fundamental new physics.953

We can therefore ask how well future experiments will probe naturalness. A rough summary is that the954

HL-LHC increases the reach for new heavy particles by 10% to 20%. This does not make a dramatic impact955

on naturalness, although it should be kept in mind that the new mass range that is being probed is in the956

most interesting range in a wide range of well-motivated models. We will discuss some of these individually957

below. In addition, the HL-LHC can close many (but not all) low-mass loopholes due to higher luminosity958

and improved systematics.959

If we push to higher energies with a 100 TeV VLHC, we can probe colored SUSY partners at the 10 TeV960

scale. Based on the scaling of tuning, we expect this to probe tuning to the level ε ∼ 10−4. This is a very961

strong motivation to expect the discovery of new physics.962

On the other hand, in the scenario we are considering it may be that the top partners have been missed at963

the LHC14 with 300/fb because of highly compressed spectrum of other low-mass loopholes. In SUSY, e+e−964

colliders can probe another source of tuning: the Higgsino mass generically contributes directly to the Higgs965

mass, and therefore SUSY models with heavy Higgsinos require tuning at the level of ε ∼ (125 GeV/mH̃)2 [?].966

An e+e− collider can search for Higgsinos in a model-independent way up to half the center of mass energy.967

At a 1 TeV e+e− collider, we can therefore probe tuning at the level of ε ∼ 1% in a very model-independent968

way.969

1.3.11.3 Flavor, CP, and Precision Measurements970

Many models of new physics have potential contributions to flavor, CP, and precision electroweak observables971

at a level that may point to new physics at a scale of roughly 10 TeV. For example, SUSY has additional972

sources of flavor mixing and CP violation, and if they are not suppressed by special flavor structure point to973

a scale of new physics above 10 TeV. On the other hand, composite models generally give rise to corrections974

to precision electroweak observables that also point to a scale above 10 TeV. This scale is therefore the scale975

that will be probed by precision electroweak and flavor studies, primarily at the intensity frontier. Therefore,976

in the present scenario, flavor, CP, precision electroweak observables, and the energy frontier are arguably977

exploring the 10 TeV energy scale.978
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